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Bibliomania: Bibliomania gives readers over 2,000 free classics, including literature book notes, author bios, book summaries, and study guides. Free books are presented in chapter format.
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Forget diamonds--plastic is forever. It takes decades, or even centuries, for plastic to break down, and nearly every piece of plastic ever made ...
Fish have been swallowing microplastics since 1950s
Using data from our My ArchDaily platform, we want to find out which photos are most popular among our readers, and then learn more about these images from the photographers who took them. To do this, ...
Architecture News
Before his press conferences we always would make up lists of sample questions and always ... or in Seattle or in Chicago saying, "What are these people telling me about the news?" ...
Interview with James Fallows
I work as an entertainer in renaissance festivals In Florida, Texas, Wisconsin (near Chicago), New York and Maryland. Home is in White River Junction, Vermont, and it’s just as cute as it sounds.
From the Sisters to Sir
In 2015, a landmark paper laid bare the depth of the problem ... Say a psychologist breaks his sample of participants into three groups and expects that each will show certain differences.
Psychology Today
While these movements have been studied in small sample sizes in the past, a new paper written by Concordia researchers and published in the Nature journal Scientific Reports looks at a much ...
Eye movements of those with dyslexia reveal laborious and inefficient reading strategies
In my last piece I suggested the Parcells test is at best outdated and at worse never useful. I wanted to see if I could do any better.
Scrambling for a Quarterback: Observations from 10 Years of Drafting
The former coach, Steve Waithe, 28, of Chicago, was charged with one count ... The emails included attachments of sample nude and seminude images of “Katie” to demonstrate what types of ...
Track Coach Tricked Students Into Sending Him Nude Photos, U.S. Says
Mother's Day specials at restaurants in Chicago and the suburbs offer tantalizing deals and delicious dishes to celebrate mothers in style. Mr. Beef in River North gets a makeover on the Discovery ...
food & dining
It’s different,” the pseudonymous Mae Tinee of the Chicago Tribune wrote in 1941 ... which includes Citizen Kane,” Paul King told the trade paper. “But it is obviously quite an eccentric ...
Paddington 2 the ‘Greatest Film Ever’? Giving any film that tag is not worth the effort
Lurie Children's Hospital of Chicago. The sticker showed enhanced ... that one test will consistently collect a large enough sample to provide an accurate result. The sticker also has built ...
'Sweat sticker' diagnoses cystic fibrosis on the skin in real time
The Chicago-based manufacturer identified the potential problem on some of its 737 Max jets and alerted 16 customers that they shouldn’t operate the jets until it is addressed. The company said ...
Boeing grounds some 737 Max aircraft over electrical issue
Although medical-style masks are more readily available now ... if they follow FDA recommendations as stated in this enforcement policy paper (PDF). Simson recommends using them only in situations ...
How to Choose the Best Cloth Face Mask for You
Nielsen acknowledges that its sample size is smaller — the company ... seemingly overnight," Nielsen said in a research paper responding to the VAB's criticisms. CBS was the most popular network ...
Nielsen, networks clash on stats showing fewer viewers
CHICAGO, April 29, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- In-depth analysis and data-driven insights on the impact of COVID-19 included in this U.S. pet grooming services market report. The U.S. pet grooming ...
U.S. Pet Grooming Services Market Size to Reach Revenues of over USD 6 Billion by 2026 - Arizton
I trained at the Culinary Institute of America, pursued further training at the Chocolate Academy, Chicago ... the Belgian-style Hazelnut Praline meltaway, with bits of caramelized sugar and ...
The 8 best chocolates in 2021, according to a professional chocolatier
CHICAGO (AP) — Alex Killorn had a power-play goal and scored into an empty net, and the Tampa Bay Lightning defeated the Chicago Blackhawks 7-4 on Tuesday night to clinch a playoff berth for the ...
Lightning clinch playoff spot with 7-4 victory over Chicago
Originally conceived as a medium for Chicago-based multimedia artist and activist Damon Locks’ sample-based sound collage ... whiskey-soaked vocal style into the band's driving style.
Cheap Trick's latest tops this week's new album releases [Seven in Seven]
Nielsen acknowledges that its sample size is smaller — the company is not sending ... seemingly overnight,” Nielsen said in a research paper responding to the VAB's criticisms. CBS was the most ...
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